
 

 

    

Year 2’s Newsletter Spring 1 

 

Dear Parents, 

Welcome back! I wish you all a very Happy New Year and I bestow the greatest blessings for the 

upcoming year to you and your family.  The new term brings a renewed energy and more enthusiasm 

to continue to support you and your children in their learning.  Below are brief descriptions on what 

we will be learning over the next half term.   

 

Religious Education   

In Religion, we begin the term by studying the topic of ‘Books’, the books we will be 

focussing on are Religious scripture that enable us to learn about the Catholic faith, 

beginning from the life of Jesus and the descendants of God.  To support your 

children, you may wish to explore religious books of your own religion and how 

these allow you to live your lives for the better.   

 

English 

This term we will begin with a short topic on poetry, children will have the 

experience of learning how to look from above and to describe what they see, 

sharing this in poetry.   

Following that, we will move onto studying a fiction text ‘The Dragon Machine’.  

Children will have a lot of opportunities to write in various forms, cumulating in 

writing their own stories.    

 

Maths 

In Maths, we will begin with a focus on money, children will revise their knowledge of 

coins and their amounts, adding coins to find a total, then calculating change.  Where 

possible please encourage your children to support in paying for items and working 

out the cost / change.  This will greatly support their learning.  We will be then moving 

onto multiplication and division with a focus of the children learning the multiplication and division 

facts of the 2,5 and 10 times tables.  Keep using Numberbots – remember children have the 

opportunity to earn a certificate for their usage.   

 

Science 

This half term we will be learning about Growth and Survival.  To develop 

their understanding why not dig out any baby photographs you have of your 

children or other family members and discuss what changes they see over 

time.   

 

 



 

 

    

 

P.E  

The children will have 2 sessions of P.E a week, which are on Tuesdays and 

Fridays.  Remember that your child needs to come to school in their P.E kit on 

those days (White t-shirt, black shorts or leggings/joggers and their school 

jumper).  

 

Geography  

Our Geography unit is Contrasting Locations, comparing Manchester to Karachi.  

Children will build on their knowledge of Manchester and learn how this city is 

similar / different to the city of Karachi, Pakistan.  If able, why not plan a walking trip 

around Manchester looking at how people live, travel and the weather.  If you have 

any knowledge of Karachi, discuss this with your children! This will help them become experts in this 

subject!   

 

Art  

Mrs Pennington will be teaching Art this term and the children will be learning about clay and 

sculpture.  They will learn how clay can be shaped and joined, developing their skills in using this 

medium.  They will look at the work of Rachel Whiteread to support their learning.   

 

Reading  

Reading is at the heart of all learning.  We continually monitor how children are developing their 

reading skills and support them in school through taking part in phonics and comprehension lessons, 

and reading regularly with teachers and teaching assistants – reading at home is absolutely essential to 

support their progress.  Please ensure you read with your child every night and sign their reading 

records.  Over the next term we will be checking their 

reading records on a regular occasion to ensure they have 

read at home.   

 

 

 

 

Once again Happy New Year! I look forward to working closely with you over the next half term.   

Best Wishes  Miss Sowerby  


